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 Word bank:
 salt        melt  wilt  stilt
 felt        belt  bolt  built

Write the spelling word from the word bank that matches each picture.
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There are letters missing in each word below. Print the complete word on the blank line
beside each word with missing letters.

_  _ LT _ UI _ T

ST _ L _ FE _  _

B _ L _  _ IL _

ME _  _ S _  _ T

A. belt B. built C. felt D. wilt E. salt F. melt
G. stilt H. bolt

Print the words from the list in the empty boxes. The shape of the word must match the
shape of the boxes.

A. salt B. wilt C. melt D. bolt E. belt F. built
G. felt H. stilt
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Read the paragraph and circle the misspelled words. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word on the lines below.

One morning I woke up like normal, but as I was putting on my bellt, I realized that it
was still dark outside. “That’s funny, I don’t remember it being this dark when I was
getting ready last week,” I said. It felut colder inside, too. “Hmmm… it did look like
the plants were turning brown or starting to wiltt. Winter must be on its way.” I looked
outside, and snow had fallen! Dad was already outside putting down sallte to make
the ice mlt. I quickly ate breakfast so I could bolet outside. I billt a snow fort and
started to make a snowman, when Dad came over with a big stick. “What’s that for?”
I asked him. “I guess it could be a stillte for your snowman,” Dad joked. I laughed,
and Dad said, “Let’s go inside and get some hot chocolate.”

1_____________ 2_____________ 3_____________

4_____________ 5_____________ 6_____________

7_____________ 8_____________

Write a sentence for each spelling word.

melt
_________________________
_________________________

wilt
_________________________
_________________________

belt
_________________________
_________________________

salt
_________________________
_________________________
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The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is
and write it on the blank line provided.

BLOT ETLB

ELTM WTIL

STITL LEFT

TUIBL LSAT

A. stilt B. salt C. melt D. belt E. felt F. wilt
G. bolt H. built




